
DREAMERS:
exclusive demo and pre-order
on Xbox One and Xbox Series

following ID @ Xbox Showcase

WATCH: DREAMERS launch trailer on ID@Xbox 

Milan, Italy - 12 July 2023

PlaySys is delighted to announce that DREAMERS is available for pre-order on
Xbox One and Xbox Series following the ID@Xbox showcase of July 11.

Scheduled for an official release on September 1st across Xbox and
PlayStation consoles, DREAMERS presents an exciting opportunity for players
to secure their copy with a 10% discount during the summer vacation period,
along with access to a special demo.

"The chosen level for this summer demo holds great significance in the game's
development" - as stated by Luca Deriu, the author and developer of
DREAMERS. - "This level, featuring a single-player multi-character split-screen
collaborative puzzle maze, served as a perfect testing ground for implementing
and refining the game's core mechanics. It formed the foundation of the
PlaySys Interaction Framework, the technical backbone supporting the
immersive DREAMERS experience. Thus, this level was carefully selected to
offer a sneak peek into the game".

WATCH: DREAMERS Xbox Summer Demo 2023 gameplay trailer

DREAMERS takes players on an epic adventure, where three protagonists
embark on a irresistible journey through a vast world. Prepare to explore
breathtaking landscapes, solve intricate puzzles, uncover captivating stories,
and unveil mysterious secrets. Engage in meaningful conversations with a
multitude of NPCs, take to the skies with upgradable drones, and immerse
yourself in irresistible mini-games that will put your skills to the test.

Thank you for your interest, and get ready to embark on an unforgettable
adventure with DREAMERS!

USEFUL LINKS
DREAMERS video game official website

DREAMERS announce on Xbox Wire

DREAMERS official soundtrack on Spotify

DREAMERS press kit (pdf)

DREAMERS media kit with high-res images (zip)

DREAMERS on Xbox

DREAMERS Summer 2023 Demo on Xbox

DREAMERS on PlayStation

For more information about DREAMERS video game and PlaySys, an exclusive
interview with the developer, and behind-the-scenes stories about the team 

contact us at press@playsys.it
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